
CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

INTRODUCING 
DIGITAL CREDENTIALS
The evolution 
of certificates



Instead of receiving traditional paper certificates by mail, our participants can now earn them entirely online.  

Today, it is possible to take an ITCILO course without ever touching a single piece of paper.

The best part? It took just four months to implement the change.

Our culture of innovation makes it easy to turn good ideas into reality.

Now, our participants can: 

• Add their badges to their LinkedIn profiles and email signatures

• Share their certificates with short posts on social media

• Improve their professional reputations with secure and verifiable 

certificates

Plus, our staff members: 

• Skip time-consuming administrative work

• Easily change names, fix typos, and correct small mistakes

• Focus on more interesting, big picture ideas

The ITCILO’s digital credentials align with quality assurance best practices, as well as the Centre’s evaluation and 

certification policy, in compliance with its strategic plan.

It’s a win-win solution.

Want to see how it looks? Explore a participant’s digital certificate and badge for the e-learning course on Management 

of Vocational Training Centres.

DIGITAL CREDENTIALS ARE: 

Always accessible

Easily shareable

Discoverable, yet secure

Verifiable

Portable and exportable

https://credentials.itcilo.org/3656281c-a242-4396-838f-b6108b5b3233#gs.jcqc1g


“This credential shows prospective employers that I am 
committed to my continuous development and lifelong 
learning.” 

Leo Long

SENIOR PRACTITIONER IN TRAINING AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT  
AT THE SOUTH AFRICAN FORESTRY COMPANY

“I present my great delight in receiving the digital 
credentials, the result of the course which has set me 
off on a new path of quality service delivery as  
I manage Liberia’s oldest TVET institution.”

Harris Fomba Tarnue

EXECUTIVE OFFICER AT BOOKER WASHINGTON INSTITUTE, LIBERIA

“Proud to share this certificate received today. Proud 
about the knowledge received, the different points of 
view that I developed regarding many issues, and most 
of all about the people that I exchanged ideas and 
conversations with.” 

Besnik Ligaci 

GENDER AND SOCIAL INCLUSION LEADER AT HELVETAS, SWITZERLAND

 
This is just the latest step of the Centre’s digital transformation. 

As technology advances, our relationship with social media deepens, and learning choices become more varied, the ITCILO 

will continue to innovate for a sustainable and digital future.

Stay tuned for more advancements and experiments in 2021!

Want to learn more? Find out how it works and read the story.

https://www.itcilo.org/credentials
https://www.itcilo.org/stories/introducing-itcilos-new-digital-credentials

